From Java To Ruby Things Every Manager Should Know Pragmatic Programmers - invigorating.me
amazon com 97 things every programmer should know - tap into the wisdom of experts to learn what every programmer
should know no matter what language you use with the 97 short and extremely useful tips for programmers in this book you
ll expand your skills by adopting new approaches to old problems learning appropriate best practices and honing your craft
through sound advice, 97 things every programmer should know collective wisdom - 97 things every programmer
should know collective wisdom from the experts kindle edition by kevlin henney download it once and read it on your kindle
device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading 97 things every
programmer should know collective wisdom from the experts, ideas o reilly media - deriving meaning in a time of chaos the
intersection between chaos engineering and observability crystal hirschorn discusses how organizations can benefit from
combining established tech practices with incident planning post mortem driven development chaos engineering and
observability, tech elevator reviews course report - want to learn java and net check out tech elevator s 14 week coding
bootcamp in ohio and pittsburgh read tech elevator reviews from real alumni on course report, coding dojo reviews course
report - expect to dive right in you ll spend at least 50 70 hours a week coding with dedicated peers and expert mentors at
your side to guide you with every full stack that is tackled in our curriculum python mean and java the fundamental concepts
you learn and continue to master will be applied to several projects of your choosing, a criticism of scrum aaron gray scrum works great for people who don t code scrum fits nicely into the manager s schedule but not the maker s schedule
paul graham coined the term in his classic piece about the difference between managers and makers in regards to time
management, continuous integration martin fowler - continuous integration continuous integration is a software
development practice where members of a team integrate their work frequently usually each person integrates at least daily
leading to multiple integrations per day, why i have given up on coding standards richard rodger - every developer
knows you should have a one exact coding standard in your company every developer also knows you have to fight to get
your rules into the company standard every developer secretly despairs when starting a new job afraid of the crazy coding
standard some power mad architect has dictated, are skills in excel vba useful to have quora - you should absolutely
learn vba for excel if 1 you are already very familiar with excel and constantly crunch numbers from spreadsheets data sets
10k 50k records for your job for the majority of people this suits them just fine learning vba, test driven development give
me a break write more tests - you seem to live in a world of hacking together toy software one day when you become a
software engineer who has to build complex long lived software as part of a team of people following modern engineering
practices model driven development design by contract upon which people s well being depends you will change your tune i
suspect, programming book list dan luu - there are a lot of 12 cs books every programmer must read lists floating around
out there that s nonsense the field is too broad for almost any topic to be required reading for all programmers and even if a
topic is that important people s learning preferences differ too much for any book on that topic to be the best book on the
topic for all people, how to use python to make websites quora - there are tons of python web frameworks and every
framework has their own strengths and weaknesses thus it is necessary to evaluate your project requirements and pick one
the best one from the collection, stevey s blog rants good agile bad agile - most people take it for granted that you want
to pick a date even my favorite book on software project management the mythical man month assumes that you need
schedule estimates, xenodium lvaro ram rez - do what i mean dwim functions enable us to introduce new emacs powers
to existing workflows without incurring the typical cost of remembering multiple related functions or introducing yet another
key binding, modern web development hacker noon - this is the script for a talk i gave at google dev fest mn in 2015 it
was meant to be a lighthearted history of web development and a commentary on its future, def con 18 hacking
conference speakers - started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground
hacking conference hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all converge on las vegas
every summer to absorb cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and test their skills in
contests of hacking might
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